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As this book demonstrates, there has recently been something of an explosion 
e - of interest in the development of a "science of consciousness." and yet there 
3 m at present approximately a dozen major but conflicting schools of con- 
3' sciousness theory and research. The approach to consciousness studies sug- 

~es t ed  in this chapter assumes that each of these schools has something - ~rreplaceably imponant to offer. and thus what is required is a general model 
sophisticated enough to incorporate the essentials of each of them. These 
schools include the following: 
1. Cognirive science, which tends to view consciousness as anchored in 
functional schema of the brainlmind, either in a simple representational 
fashion, such as Jackendoffs (1987) "computational mind." or in the more 
complex emergent/co~ectionist models, which view consciousness a s  an 
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emergent of hierarchically integrated networks. The emergent/connectionist is 
perhaps the dominant model of cognitive science at this point. and is nicely 
summarized in Alwyn Scott's Stairway to the Mind, the "stairway" being the 
hierarchy of emergents summating in consciousness. 
2. Inrrospecrionism maintains that consciousness is best understood in terms 
of intentionality, anchored in  first-person accounts - the inspection and 
interpetation of immediate awareness and lived experience - and not merely 
in third- person or objectivist accounts, no matter how "scientific" they might 
appear. Wjthout denying zheu significant differences, this broad category 
includes everything from philosophical intentionality to introspective psy- 
chology. existentialism, and phenomenology. 
3. Nruropsycholop views consciousness as anchored in neural systems. 
Unlike cognitive science. urhich is often based on computer science and is 
consequently vague about how consciousness is actually related to organic 
brain structures, neuropsychology is a more biologically based approach and 
views consciousness as intrinsically residing in organic neural systems of 
sufficient complexity. 
4. Individual psychorhrrapy uses introspective and interpretive psychology to 
treat psychological distress. It thus tends to view consciousness as primarily 
anchored in an individual organism's adaptive capacities. Most major schwls 
of psychotherapy embody a theory of consciousness precisely because (hey 
must account for a human king's  need to create meaning and signification, 
the disruption of which results in painful symptoms of mental and emotional 
disuess. In its more avant-garde forms, such as the Jungian. this approach 
postulates collective smctures of intentionality (and thus consciousness), the 
fragmentation of which contributes to psychopathology. 
5. Social psychology views consciousness as embedded in networks of cul- 
t u d  meaning, or. alternatively. as being largely a byproduct of the social 
system itself. Tkis includes approaches as varied as ecological. Marxist. 
constructivist, and cultural hermeneutics, all of which maintain that the nexus 
of consciousness is not located merely or even principally in h e  individual. 
6. Clinical psychiatry focuses on psychopathology. For a half century,*psy- 
chiatry was largely anchored in a Freudian metapsychology, but the field 
increasingly views consciousness in strictly neurophysiological and biologi- 
cal terms. verging on a clinical identity theory: consciousness is the neuronal 
system, so that a presenting problem in the former is actually an imbalance in 
the latter, correctable with medication. 
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iE a - - 7. Develo~rnenrnl ppchology views consciousness not as a sinele, static entity . - - 
but as a developmenrally unfolding p m e s s  with 3 subsulntially different 
architecnrre at each of its stages of gmwth. Thus an understanding of con- 
sciousness demands investigating the architecturr at each of its levels of 
unfolding. In its more avant-garde forms, this approach includes higher stages 
of erceptiond development and wellbeing, and the study of gifted, extraordi- 
nary. and supranormal capacities, viewed as higher developmental potentials 
latent i n  all humans. This includes higher stages of cognitive, affective, 
somatic, moml, and spiritual development. 
8. Pxychosornatic medicine views consciousness as strongly and inmnsically 
interactive with organic bodily processes, evidenced in such fields as psycho- 
neuroimmunology and biofeedback. In is more avant-garde forms, this a p  
proach includes consciousness and 'miraculous healing.' the effects of prayer 
on recovery. ligh~lsound and healing, spontaneous remission. and so on. It also 
includes any of the approaches h a t  investigate the effects of intentionality on 
healine. from art therapy to visualization to psychothrra~v and meditation. ... . . . - - - 

- 9. Nonordinor?. sraresofconsciourness, from dreams topsychedelics, constitute - 
a field of study that. its advocates believe. is crucial to a masv of consciousness - .  
in general. Although some of the effects of psychedelics - to take acontrover- 

1 sial example - are undoubtedly due to "toxic side-effects." the consensus of 
research opinion is that they also act as "nonspecific amplifiers of experience." 

- and thus they can be instrumental in disclosing and amplifying aspects of 
- consciousness that might otherwise go unstudied (Grof 1998). 

10. Eastern and conremplative traditions maintain that ordinary conscious- 
ness is but a narrow and restricted version of deeper or higher modes of 
awareness, and that specific injunctions (yoga, meditation) are necessary lo 

- 
evoke these higher and exceptional potentials. Moreover, they all maintain 
that the essentials of consciousness itself can only be grasped in these higher, 
postformal, and nondual states of consciousness (Feuerstein 1998; Walsh 
1999). 
I I. What might k called the quantum consciousness approaches view con- 
sciousnss as being inmnsically capable of interacting with, and altering, the 
physical world, generally through quanrum interactions, both in the human 
body at the intncellular le\,el (e.g.. microtubules), and in the material world 31 

' large (psi). This approach also includes attempts to plug consciousness into 
the physical world according to various avant-garde physical theories (e.g.. 
boot-strapping, hyperspace, sOings). 
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- 
12. Subtle energies research postulates subtler types of bioenergies beyond the 
four recognized forces of physics (strong and weak nuclear, electromagnetic, .a 

gravitational). and ha t  lhese subtler energies play an intrinsic role in con- 
sciousness and its activity. Known in the mditions by such terms as prana, ki. 
and chi - and said to be responsible for the effectiveness of acupuncture, to 
give only one example - these energies are often held to be the "missing link" 
between intentional mind and physical body. For the Great Chain theorists. 
both East and West, this bioenergy acts as a two-way conveyor belt, fransfer- :- 
ring the impact of matter to the mind and imposing the inrentionnlity of the 
mind on matter. 
13. Evolutionary psychology and its close relative sociobiology see behavior 
and consciousness in functional terns as expressions of evolutionary prcs- 
sures. From this perspective. consciousness and its various forms and expres- - 
sions exist because of. and are to be unders-tocd in terms of, the evolutionary 
advantage they confer (Wright 1994; Barkow. Cosmides & Tooby 1992). This - 
is in some ways opposite to the stance of consciourness inessentialism which 
argues that animals, including humans. might survive and flourish just as well X u 

without conscious awareness. I - 
The approach to consciousness described in this paper involves a model that m . 
explicitly draws on the strengths of each of those approaches, and attempts to '- 

2 

incorporate and integrale their essential features. But i n  order to understand < 
3 C 

this model, a little background information is required. What follows is a very 
brief summary of an approach developed at length in a dozen books, including 
Tramformarions of Conscio~sness. A Brief History of Everything, and The 
Eye of Spirit, which the interested reader can consult for detailed arguments 
and extensive references. 

The four comers of the kosmos 

I Figure 1 is a schematic summary of "the four quadrants" of existence: inten- 
tional, behavioral, cultural, and social. These four quadmts are a sqmmary of 
a data search across various Qevelopmencal and evolutionary fields, including 
over two hundred developmental sequences recognized by various branches. 

I 
I 

of knowledge - ranging from stellar physics to molecular biology, from . 
I anthropology ro linguistics. from developmental psychology to ethical oricn- 
I 

$ i;" 
I 
I 
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tations, from cultural hermeneutics to contemplative endeavors. They include 
both Eastern and Western disciplines, as well as premodern. modem. and 
postmodern sources (Wilber 1995. 1996). 

These various developmental sequences all fell into one of four major 
classes - the four quadrants - and within those four quadrants there was 
substantial agreement as to the various stages or levels in each. Figure I is a 
simple summary of this data search; i t  thus represents an a posteriori conclu- 
sion.,not an a priori assumption. 

Of course people can differ about the details of such a diagram. and 
Figure I is not intended to be cast in stone. I t  is presented here as a reasonable 
summary that helps cany the present discussion. Likewise, each of the quad- 
rants might more accurately be consbucted as a branching tree, and not a 
simple straight line, indicating the rich variation within each grade and clade 
(each level and type). Each quadrant includes both hierarchies (or clear 
gradations) and hctenrchies (or pluralistic and equivalent unfoldings within a 
given grade). Figure 1. again, is nothing but a simple schematic summary to 
help further the discussion. 

Upper right (exterior-individuaUbeI~a~~ioral) quadrant 

This quadrant is perhaps the most familiar. It is the standard hierarchy pre- 
sented by modern evolutionary science: atoms to molecules to cells to organ- 
isms, each of which "transcends but includes" its predecessor in an irriversible 
fashion: cells contain molecules. but not vice versa; molecules contain atoms. 
but not vice versa, and so on - the "not vice versa" constitutes the irreversible 
hierarchy of time's evolutionary arrow. (SFI. SF?, and SF3 refer to higher 
structure-functions of the human brain, which we will explain in a moment.! 

Each of these individual units, in other words, is what Koestler called a 
"holon." a whole that is simultaneously pan of some other whole (a whole atom 
is pan of a whole molecule, a whole molecule is part of a whole cell, etc.). The 
Upper Right quadrant is simply a summary of the scientific research on the 
evolution of individual holons. 

Lower right (exterior-collective/socifll) quadrant 

But individual holons always exist in communities of similar holons. In fact, 
the very existence of individual holons in many ways depends upon communi- 
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ties of other holons that, if nothing else, provide the background fields in 
which individual holons can exist. Erich Jantsch (1980). in his pioneering 
book The Self-organizing Universe, pointed out that every "micro" event 
(individual holon) exists embedded in a corresponding "macro" event (a 
community or collective of similarly structured holons). These communities, 
collectives, or societies are summarized in the Lower Right quadrant, and 
they, too, simply represent the results of generally uncontested scientific 
research. 

Thus. for example. Jantsch points out that when atoms were the most 
complex individual holons in existence. galaxies were the most complex 
collective sbuctures: with molecules, planets: with procaryotes, the Gaia 
system; with limbic systems, groups and families; and so f0rth.l Janwh made 
the fascinating observation that while individual holons generally get bigger 
(because they m s c e n d  and include their predecessors: molecules are bigger 
than the atoms they contain). the collective usually gets smaller (planets arc 
smaller than galaxies; families are smaller than planets, etc.). The reason is 
that as an individual holon gets more complex (possesses more depth), the 
number of holons that can reach that depth become less and less. and thus the 
collective becomes smaller and smaller (e.g.. there will always be fewer 
molecules than atoms, and thus the collective of molecules -planets - will 
always be smaller than the collective of atoms - galaxies). This entire trend 
can be summarized as: evolution produces greater depth, less span (Wilber 
1995). 

Those are the two "Right H a n d  quadrants. What both of those quadrants 
have in common is that they represent holons that all possess simple location 
- they can a11 be seen with the senses or their extensions; they are all 
empirical phenomena; they exist in the sensorimotor worldspace. They are, in 
other words, objective and interobjective realities: they are what individual 
and communal holons look like from the outside, in an exterior and objectify- 
ing fashion. 

Upper leji (interior-individuaUinrenriona1) quadrant 

But various types of evidence suggest that every exterior has an interior. If we 
likewise do a data search among the evolutionary trends of interior apprehen- 
sion, we also find a largely uncontested hierarchy of emergent propenies 
summarized in the Upper Left quadrant: prehension to irritability to sensation 
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to perception to impulse to image to symbol to concept to rule (concrete 
operations or "conop") to formal operations ("formop") and synthesizing 
reason ("vision-logic"). The higher levels cornspond with structure-functions 
in the brain labeled SFI. SF?, and SF3 in the Upper Right. The existence of 
most of hose emergent propenies are largely uncontested by specialists in the 
field, and the holons Listed in the Upper Left represent a simple summary of 
some of the major evolutionary capacities of interior apprehension. (There is 
sfill some heated discussion over the nature of "emergence," but the existence 
and evolutionary order of most of the various capacities themselves, from 
sensation to perception to image and concept, arc generally uncontested.) 

There is. however, nther endless debate about just how "far down" you 
can push prehension (or any form of md imen tq  consciousness). Whitehead 
(192911959) pushes it all the way down, to the atoms of existence (actual 
occasions), while most scientists find this a bit much. TeiUlard de Chardin's 
(1964) conclusion seems to be the most sensible: "Refracted rearwards along 
the course of evolution, consciousness displays itself qualitatively as a spec- 
trum of shifting shades whose lower terms are lost in the night." 

Lower lefr (interior-collecrive/culmra1j quadrant 

As always, every individual holon exists in n community (i.e.. every agency is 
;I 

actually agency-in-communion). If we look at the collective forms of indi- 
vidual consciousness, we find a communally-shared sensitivity (from flocks 
of geese to human zeitgeist) including various worldspaces or worldviews. 9 
These various cultural or communal interiors are s u m m a r i d  in the Lower * 
Left quadrant. 

Moreover, cultural worldviews evolve and those who have carefully 
investigated this historical evolution include researchers from Jean Gebser to 

i Michel Foucault to Jurgen H a b e m .  This research is detailed in Up from 

I Eden and summarized in the Lower Left quadrant in Figure I .  "Uroboms" 
means reptilian (or brain-stem based); "typhonic" means emotional-sexual 

I 

I 
(limbic-system based); archaic, magic, mythic, and rational are fairly self- 
explanatory (they are four of the most significant of the human cultural 

I worldviews to evolve thus far). "Centauric" means a bodymind integration 

I and cognitive synthesizing activity which some researchers. including Gebser 

I (1985) and Habermas (1990). see starting to emerge at this time. 
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The four quadrant grid 

Thus. the upper half of Figure I refers to individual holons, the lower half, to 
their collective forms. The right half refers to the exterior or objective aspects 
of holons, and the left half. to their interior or subjective forms. This gives us a 
grid of exterior-individual (or behavioral), interior-individual (or intentional). 
exterior-collective (or social). and interior-collective (or cultural) - a gn'd of 
subjective, objective, intersubjective, and interobjective realities. 

Unfortunately. as we will see, because many researchers specialize in one 
quadrant only, they tend to ignore or, even worse. deny the existence of the 
other quadnnts. Materialist or Right-Hand theorists. for example. tend to deny 
substantial existence to interior. Left-Hand. and conscious intentionality. We 
will see many examples of this type of quadrant partiality, a reductionism that 
we will henceforth thoroughly bracket. In saying that the holons presented in 
each quadrant are largely uncontested, we mean specifically by those who 
actually study that quadrant in its own terms. 

Once we put these four quadrants together, a surprising set of further 
conclusions rather slanlingly announce themselves. These conclusions seem 
crucial to grasping the ovenll nature of consciousness. 

The contours of consciousness 

Quadrants and their languages 

Begin with the fact that each of the quadrants is described in a different type of 
language. The Upper Left is described in "I" language; h e  Lower Left is 
described in "we" language; and the two Right Hand quadrants, since they are 
both objective, are described in "it" language. These are essentially Sir Karl 
Popper's (1974) ''three worlds" (subjective, cultural, and objective); Plato's 
(1956) the Good (3s the ground of morals, the "we" of the Lower Left), the 
True (objective truth or it-propositions, the Right Hand), and the Beautiful 
(the aesthetic beauty in the I of each beholder. the Upper Left): Habermas' 
(1984-5) three validity claims (subjective truthfulness of I, cultural justness of 
we, and objective truth of its). Historically of great importance, these are also 
h e  three major domains of Kant's (1951. 1990) lhree critiques: science or its 
(Critique of Pure Reason). morals or we (Critique of Practical Reason), and an 
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and self-expression of the I (Critique of Judgment). 
In shon, the Upper Left is described in first-pers011. the Lower Leh in 

second-person, and the Right Hand in rhird-person language. Each major 
approach to consciousness tends to cmphasizc only one of those voices. The 
first-person. I-language. phenomenological approaches include #2, 4. 9, 10. 
and 12. The second-person, we-language. intersubjective accounts include # 
(which ilself is a catch-all category lor hermeneutics, cultural studies, and 
versrehen sociology). And third-person, it-language, objectivist accounts in- 
clude #I. 3. 6. 11 and 13. One of our major conclusions is that an integral 
theory of consciousness would explicitly include all three types of accounts: a 
1-2-3 of consciousness studies. 

Quadrants and rheir validin. c la im 

Equally imponant, each of the quadrants has a different "type of trulh" or 
validity claim - different types of knowledge with different types of evidence 
and validation procedures. Thus. propositions in the Upper Right are said to be 
true if they match a specific fact or objective state of affairs: a statement is true 
if the map matches the territory - scxalled objcctive truth (representational 
truth and the correspondence theory of truth'). 

In the Upper Left quadrant, on the other hand. a statement is valid. not if 
it represents an objective state of a f f ~ ,  but if i t  authentically expresses a 
subjective reality. The validity criterion here is not just truth but truthfulness 
or sincerity - not "Does the map match the territory?" but "Can the map 
maker be busted?" I must trust you to report your interior status truthfully. 
because there is no other way for me to get to h o w  your interior, and thus no 
other way for me to investigate your subjective cons~iousness.~ 

In b e  Lower Right quadrant of interobjective realities, the validity claim 
is concerned with how individual holons fit together into interlocking systems. 
Truth in this quadrant concerns the elucidating of the networks of mutually 
reciprocal systems within systems of complex inunction. The validity claim. 
in other words, is groundcd in interobjective fit. or simply functional fit. 

In the Lower Left quadrant, on the other hand, we are concerned not 
simply wirh how objects fit together in physical space, but how subjects fi t  
together in cu l tud  space. The validity claim here concerns the way that my 
subjective consciousness fits with your subjective consciousness. and how we 
together decide upon those cultural practices that allow us to inhabit the same 
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cultural space. The validity claim, in other words, concerns the appropriate- 
ness or justness of our strltements and actions (ethics in the broadest sense). 
Not just, "Is it we?". but "Is it good, right, appropriate, just?" And if you and 
1 are to inhabit the same cultural space, we must implicitly or explicitly ask 
and ro some degree answer those intersubjective questions. We must find 
H'aYS, not simply to access objective truth or subjective truthfulness, but to 
reach mutual understanding in a shared intersubjective space. Not that we 
have to agree with each other, but that we can recognize each other, the 
opposite of which is, quite simply, war. These validity claims and their 
different lmguages are summarized in Figure 2. 

Interior 
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Conunon elemenrs of knowledge acquisition: The rhree strands 

If we now look carefully at each of these four validity claims or "types of 
truth" and attempt to discern what all of them have in common -that is, what 
all authentic knowledge claims have in common - we seem to find the 
following (Wilber 19%. 1997): 

Each valid mode of knowing consists of an injunction, an apprehension. 
and o confirmation. The injunction is always of the form. "If you want to know 
this, do this." This injunction, exemplar, or paradigm is. as Kuhn (1970) 
pointed out, an actual pnctice, not a mere concept. 

In other words, the injunction or exemplar brings forih a pariicular data 
domain - a particular experience, apprehension, or evidence (the second 
strand of all valid knowledge). This apprehension, data, or evidence is then 
tested in the circle of those who have completed the first two strands. Bad dam 
or bad evidence is rebuffed, and this potential falsifiability is the crucial third 
component of all genuine validity claims; it most certainly is not resmcted to 
empirical or sensory claims alone: there is sensory experience, mental experi- 
ence, and spiritual experience. and any specific claim in each ofthose domains 
can potentially be falsified by further data in those domains. For example, the 
meaning of Hamlet is not about the joys of war: that is a bad interpretation and 
can be falsified by virtually any community of adequate interpreters. 

Thus, each holon seems to have at least four facets (intentional, behav- 
ioral, cultural, and social), each of which is accessed by a diffcrrnt type of 
uuth or validity claim (objective truth, subjective truthfulness. intersubjective 
jusmess, and interobjective functional fit). And all of those four validity 
claims follow the three strands of valid knou,ledge acquisition: injunction. 
apprehension, confirmation/rejection (or exemplar, evidence, falsifiability). 

Notice that assessing the Left Hand quadrants depends significantly upon 
interpretation, whereas Ule Right Hand quadrants are all primarily empirical 
events. Objective exteriors can be seen, but all subjectivity requires interpreta- 
tion. 

Thus, it appears that the two Right Hand validity'claims (objectivctruth 
and functional fit) are grounded in empirical observation (and some sort of 
correspondence theory of truth); whereas the two Left Hand validity claims 
(subjective truthfulness and intersubjective meaning) require extensive inter- 
pretation or hermeneutics (and some son of coherence theory of truth). And 
we can begin to see why the human knowledge quest has almost always 
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divided into these two broad camps: empirical vs. hermeneutic, positivistic vs. 
interpretive, scientific vs. intuitive, analytic vs. transcendental, Anglo-Saxon 
and Continental. Right Hand and Left Hand. The correct point is, of course. 
that both are indispensable. 

The interdependence of the quadrants 

Most fascinating of all, perhaps, is that each quadrant has correlates in all the 
others. That is. since every holon apparently has these four facets (intentional. 
behavioral, cultural, and social), each of these facets has a very specific 
correlation with all the others. These can readily be seen in Figure 1. For 
example, wherever we find a holon with a limbic system, we likely find that it 
has an interior capacity for impulsdemotion, it lives in the collective of a 
group, herd. or family, and it shares an emotional-sexual worldview. Appar- 
ently each quadrant causes, and is caused by, the others, in a circular and 
nonreducible fashion, which is precisely why all four types of bud, (and all 
four validity claims) are necessary to access the various dimensions of any 
holon. 

. 
- 

The further reaches of human nature 

We need one last piece of background information. Figure I summarizes the 
four main strands of evolutionary unfolding to date. But who is to say this . 
extraordinary unfolding has to stop with the formal or rational stage? Why not 
higher stages? 'The rnenlal man has not been Nature's best effon or highest 
reach .... We have to exceed our present consciousness and surpass our present 
Status of Nature." claimed Aurobindo (1970). Who can believably say that this 
mazing current of evolution simply came to a cnshing halt once it produced 
you and me? 

- 
- . Several of the theories summarized in the Introduction are predicated on 

the fact that consciousness evolution seems to show evidence of higher 
(postformal. or transpersonal) suges of growth. There appear to be, in other 
words, several higher stages in the Upper Lch quadrant. (Alexander and 
h g e r  1990: 1984; Kohlberg and Ryncarr 1990). 

The school of tnnspersonal psychology. in particular, has begun to 
investigate these higher stages (Walsh & Vaughnn 1993). Substantial cross- 



cultural evidence strongly suggests that there are at least four broad stages of 
postformal consciousness development - that is, development that goes 
beyond but includes the formal operational level: the psychic, the subtle, the 
causal. and the nondual. Since each quadrant has correlates in the others. we 
anticipate different brain states associated with these postformal stales, as well 
as different micro-communities or "sanghas." See Wilber (1995. 1997) for 
further discussion. 

The precise definitions of those four postformal stages need not concern 
us; interested readers can consult the appropriate authorities, for example, in 
Walsh and Vaughan (1993). The point is simply that there now exists a 
substantial amount of rather compelling evidence that interior consciousness 
can continue the evolutionary process of transcend and include, transcend and 
include, so that even rationality itself is mscended (but included!) in postfor- 
ma1 stages of awareness, stages that increasingly take on chmcteristics that 
might best be described as spiritual or mystical. But this is a "mysticism" 
thoroughly grounded in genuine experience and verifiable by all those who 
have successfully followed the requisite set of conscious experiments, injunc- 
tions. and exemplars (Wilber 1995). 

In Zen, for example, we have the injunction known as shiknn-ta:a (or 
sitting meditation). The mastery of this exemplar or paradigm opens one to 
various kenrho or sarori experiences (direct apprehensions of the spiritual data 
brought forth by the injunction), experiences which are then thoroughly tested 
by the community of those who have completed the first two strands. Bad. 
partial, or inaccurate apprehensions are thoroughly rebuffed and rejected by 
the community of the adequate (falsifiability). Zen, in other words, aggres- 
sively follows the three strands of all valid knowledge acquisition, which is 
probably why it has gained such a solid and "no-nonsense" reputation in 
spiritual studies.] 

'It is from these types of experimental, phenomenological. Left-Hand 
paths of knowledge acquisition that transpersonal researchers have concluded 
that there exist at least four higher stages of postformal development available 
as structural potentials of their own bodymind. If, with reference to the Upper 
Left quadrant, we add these four higher and postformal stages to the standard 
stages given in Figure 1, we arrive at: the Great Chain of Being, precisely as 
traditionally outlined by philosopher-sages from Plotinus to Aurobindo to 
Asanga to Chih-I to Lady Tsogyal. Figure 3 is a shon summary of the Great 
Chain as given by perhaps its two most gifted exponents. Plotinus (1992) and 
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The G m t  Chalo of Belng and Condouhnerr 

PLOnNUS AUROBINDO 

Ahsolutc One (Godhead) 
Noun (Intuitive Mind) [subtle] 

SoullWorld-Soul [psychic] 
Creative Rcason [vision-logic] 

Logical Faculty [formop] 
Concepts and Opinions 

Lmagcs 
Plcasdpain (emotions) 

Perception 
Sensation 

Vegetative life function 
Matter 

SatchimmddSupe~od (Godhead) 
Intuitive Mindlovermind 
Ulumincd World-Mind 

Higher-mindR'lelu,ork-mind 
Logical mind 

Conmtc mind [conop] 
Lower mind Ipmp] 

Viral-emotional; impulse 
Perception 
Sensation 
vcgcwti\.e 

Matrcr (physical) 

Figure 3 

Sri Aurobindo. (1970) showing the stunning similarity of the Great Chain 
whercver it  appeared. East or Wesf North or South (a truly "multicultural" 
map if ever there was one). Again, the exact details need not detain us; 
interested readers can consult other works for a finer discussion (Smith 1976; 
Lovejoy 1964; Wilber et al. 1986). The point is simply that the interior 
dimensions of the human being seem to be composed of a spectrum of 
consciousness. running from sensation to perception to impulse to image to 
symbol to concept to rule to formal to vision-logic to psychic to subtle to 
causal to nondual states. In simplified form, this spectrum appears to range 
from subconscious to self-conscious to superconscious; from prepersonal to 
personal to transpersonal; from instinctual to mental to spiritual; from prefor- 
ma1 to formal to postformal: from instinct to ego to God. Thus, you can 
perhaps starc lo see why an "dl-quadrant. all-level" approach may be the 
minimum degree of sophistication necessary to secure a genuinely integral 
theory of consciousness. 

Lf we now return to the lhineen theories outlined in the Introduction, we can 
perhaps start to see why all of them have proven so durable: they are each 
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accessing one or more of the fony plus quadrant-levels of existence, and thus there is no private language. there is no individual consciousness. You c m o t  

each is telling us something very important (but partial) about consciousness. 
generate meaning in a vacuum, nor with a physical brain alone, but only in an 

This is why all of those approaches may be important for an integral view of intersubjective circle of mutual recognition. Physical brains raised in the wild 

consciousness. An "all-level, allquadrant" approach finds important mths  in !"wolf boy") generate neither personal autonomy nor linguistic competence, 

each of them, and in very specific ways. - from which it plainly follows, the physical brain perse is not the autonomous 

But i t  is not simply that we have a given phenomenon called "conscious- seat of consciousness. 

ness" and that these various approaches are each giving us a different view of ; Likewise. consciousness is also embedded in, and distributed across. the 
the beast. Rather, it appears that consciousness actually exists "distributed material social systems in which it  finds itself. Not just chains of cul tud 

across all lour quadrants with all of their various levels and dimensions. There signifieds, but chains of social signifiers, determine the specific contours of 

is no one quadrant (and certainly no one level) to which we can point and say, - any p d c u l a r  manifestation of consciousness, and without the material condi- 

there is consciousness. Consciousness is in no way localized in that fashion. 
tions of the social system, both individuated consciousness and personal 

Thus, the first step toward a genuine theory of consciousness is the ; integrity fail to emerge. 

realization that consciousness is not located in the organism. Rather, con- + - In shon, consciousness is not located merely in the physical brain, nor in 
sciousness is a fourquadrant affair, and it exists. if it exists at all, distributed .'s the physical organism, nor in the ecological system. nor in the cultural context. 

across all four quadrants. anchored in each. Neither consciousness. .; nor docs it emerge from any of those domains. Rather, it is anchored in, and 

I personality. individual agency, nor psychopathology can be located simply or distributed across, all of those domains with all of their available levels. The 

solely in the individual organism. The subjective domain (Upper Left) is .a Upper Left quadrant is simply the functional locus of adistributed phenomenon. 
1 

always already embedded in intersubjective (Lower Left). objective (Upper I n  particular, consciousness cannot be pinned down with "simple loca- 
Right), and interobjective (Lower Right) realities, all of which are p d y  

tion" (which means. any type of location in the sensorimotor worldspace, 

constitutive of subjective agency and its pathologies. whether that location actually be simple or dispersed or systems oriented). 
It is true ha t  the Upper Left quadrant is the locus of consciousness as it Consciousness is disuibuted, not just in spaces of extension (Right Hand). but 

appears in an individual, but that's the point: as it appears in an individual. Yet also in spaces of intention (Left Hand). and attempts to reduce one to the other 

consciousness on the whole is anchored in all of the quadrants - intentional, . have consistently and spectacularly failed. Consciousness is not located inside 

behavioral. cultural. and social. If you "erase" any quadrant. they all disap the brain, nor outside the brain either, because both of those are physical 
pear, because each is intrinsically necessary for the existence of the others. boundaries with simple location, and yet a good part of consciousness exists 

I Thus, it is quite m e  that consciousness is anchored in the physical brain not merely in physical space but in emotional spaces, mental spaces, and 

Hand, occasions). 

! disclosed by their methods or their validity claims. 
The Right Hand reductionists attempt to reduce intentional spaces to 

1 By Ule same token, neither can consciousness be finally located in the 
extensional spaces and then "locate" consciousness in a hierarchical network 

I individual (whether of the Upper Left or Upper Right or both together). 
of physically extended emergents (atoms to molecules to cells to nervous 

i .because consciousness is also anchored in cultural meaning (the intersubjec- 
' system to brain). and that will never. never work. It gives us, more or less, only 

tive chains of cultural signifieds), without which individuated consciousness 
- half the story (the Right Hand half). 

I 
does not develop. Without this background of cultural practices and m e h g s  ,. David Chalmers (1995) recently caused a sensation by having his essay 

'The Puzzle of Conscious Experience" published by Scientific American, 
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jective consciousness continues to defy all objectivist explanations. 'Toward Richard Gregory's (1982) Mind in Science. "How is sensation related to 
this end, I propose that conscious experience be considered a fundamental neural activity? Unfortunately. we do not know." ?he reason, he says, is that 
feature, irreducible to anything more basic. The idea may seem stnnge at f i s t .  there is "an irreducible gap between physics and sensation which physiology 
but consistency seems to demand it" (p. 83). It never ceases to amaze how cannot bridge" -what he calls "an impassible gulf between our hvo realms." 
Anglo-Saxon philosophers greet the reinvention of the wheel with such fuss. Between. that is. the Left and Right halves of the Kosmos. 

But Chalmers makes a series of excellent points. The first is the irreduc- : But. of CoUISe. it is not actually an impassible gulf: you see the physical 
ibility of consciousness, which has to be .'add& to the ~ h ~ s i c a l  world in world right now, SO the gulf is bridged. The question is, how? And the answer, 
order to give a complete account of the universe. we believe. only discloses itself to postformal awareness. The "impassible 

This simple attempt to reintroduce both Left and Right Hand domains to .- 1 gulf' is simply another name for the subjecUobject dualism, which is the 
the Kosmos has bern considered quite bold, a testament to the power of hallmark. not of Dcscanes's error, but of all manifestation. which ~ c s c m ~ s  
reductionism against which so obvious a statement seems ndical. Chimers I- simply happened to spot with unusual clarity. It is still with us, thjs gap, and i t  
moves toward aformulation: "Perhaps information has two basic aspects: a :E remains the mYsteV hidden in the heart of samsara, a mystery that absolutely 
physical one and an experiential one. ... Wherever we find conscious expen- ,= = refuses to yield its secrets to anything less than postformal and nondual 
ence, it exists as one aspect of an information state, the other aspect of which is ,- consciousness development (we will return to this in a moment). 
embedded in a physical process in the brain" (p. 85). That is, each state has an 

Lm 
In the meantime. one thing seems certain: the attempt to solve this 

interiorlintentional and exteriodphysical aspect. But perhaps all holons have dilemma by any son of reductionism - attempting to reduce Left to a g h t  or 
not just those two. hut rather four, fundamental and irreducible aspects. SO Right 10 Left. or any quadrant to any other, or any level to any other - is 
every "information state.* actually and simultaneously has an intentional. - doomed to filure. simply because the four quadrants are apparently very .'E 
behhvioral, cultural, and social aspect; and moreover. each of those asPecE - aspects of the human holon, aspals  that aggressively resist being erased or 
has at least ten basic levels - much closer to 3 theory of ever~thing. if such .i reduced. Such reductionisms, to borrow joravsky's phrase, "create mysteries 
even makes any senje. or nonsense. or  both together." 

Chalmers goes on to point out that dl of the physicalist and reductionis1 kind that is precisely why some kind of "allquadrant, all-level" approach 
approaches to consciousness, including Daniel Dennen's (1991) and Francis to consciousness is likely the only viable approach to a genuinely jntegnl 
Crick's, only solve what Chalmen calls "the easy p'roblcms" !Such as objec- theow of consci~~sness.  We can now look briefly at what mjght be involved 
rive integration in brain processes) leaving the central mystery of conscious- in the methodology of such an approach. 

ness untouched. He is quite right, of courd. 
Chalmers says that "the hard problem" is "the question of how physical 

processes in the bnin give rise to subjective experience" - that is. how Methodology of an integral approach 
physical and mental interact. This is still the Cartesian question. and it is no : 
closer to being solved today than it was in Descanes' time - precisely The mehodology of an integral study of consciousness would apparently 
because the brain (,and every Right Hand event) has simple l ~ ~ a t i o n ,  w h e ~ a s  

. 
[quire at least three broad wings. The first is a comrr~itmenr to interdiscipli- 

intentionali~ (and every Left Hand event) docs not. n q  study and thinking. In our time of massive information overload this is 
For example, in the simple hierarchy: physical matter, sensation.'~erceP- obviously no small requiremen! and none of us will master it. However, all of 

tiin, impulse, image, symbol, concept. ... there is an esplanatoV gap between us can Q to seek out and be open to ideas and information outside our own 
matter and sensation that has not yet been satisfactorily bridged - not by : pmicular base (quadrant-level), 

! 

I 
neuroscience, nor cognitive science. nor neuropsychol~gy~ nor phenomenal- This allows us to begin the second requirement: the simultaneous track- 
ogy, nor systems theory. As David Jonvshy (1982) put i t  in his review of ing of the various levels and lines in each of the qusdrants, then noting their 

I 

I 



comlations, each to all the others, and in no way vying to reduce any to the 
others. 

The third is our own interior transformation and development. This is one 
crucial reason why the Left Hand dimensions of immediate consciousness 
have been so intensely ignored and aggressively devalued by most "scientific" 
researchen. Any Right Hand path of knowledge can be engaged without a 
demand for interior transformation (or change in level of consciousness); one 
merely l e m s  a new translation (within the same level of consciousness). 
More specifically, most researchers have already, in the process of growing 
up, transformed to rationality (formop or vision-logic), and no higher transfor- 
mations are required for empiric-analytic or systems theory investigations. 

But the Left Hand paths, at the point that they begin to go posdormal. 
demand a transformation of consciousness in the researchers themselves. YOU 
can master quantum physics without transforming consciousness; but you 
cannot in any fashion master f i n  without doing so. 

But if you have not transformed to (or at least strongly glimpsed) the 
causal and nondual realms (uanspersonal and postformal), you will not be 
able to see the referents of most of Plotinus's sentences, or those of other 
transpersonal philosophies (Walsh 1989). They will make no sense to you. 
You will think Plotinus is .'seeing thingsT'- and he is, and so could you and I. 
if we both m s f o r m  to those posdormal worldspaces, whereupon the refer- 
ents of Plotinus's sentences, referents that exist in the causal and nondual 
worldspaces. become plain as day. And that lransformation is an absolutely 
unavoidable part of the paradigm (the injunction) of an integral approach to 
consciousness. 

So those three wings - interdisciplinary study, nonreductionistic "simul- 
tracking" of all quadrants, and the uansformation of researchers themselves 
- may all be essential for an integral approach to consciousness. Thus, an 
integnl theory of consciousness is not merely an eclecticism of the dozen 
major approaches suinmarized above, but rather a tightly integrated approach 
that follows intrinsically from the holonic nature of the Kosmos. 

The methodology of an integral approach to consciousness is obviously 
complex, but it follows some of the simple guidelines we have already 
outlined: three strands, four validity claim, ten or more levels of each. TO 
briefly rcvicw: 

The three strands o~crative in all valid knowledge are injunction, appn- 
herision, confirmation (or exemplar, evidence, confirmatiodrejection: or in- 1 
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strumental, data, fallibilism). These three strands appear to operate in the 
generation of all valid knowledge - on any level, in any quadrant. But each 
quadrant has a different architecture and thus a different type of validity claim 
through which the three strands operate: propositional m t h  (Upper Right). 
subjective truthfulness (Upper Left), cultural meaning (Lower Left), and 
functional f i t  (Lower Right). 

Furrher, there are at least ten major levels of development in each of those 
quadrants and thus the knowledge quest takes on different forms as we move 
through those various levels in each quadrant. The three strands and four 
claims are still fully operating in each case, but the specific contours vary. 

Mediration: An opponuniq for integral research 

There has recently been an explosion of meditationresearch and a recent rc- 
view listed well over 1000 publications (Murphy & Donovan 1997). However. 
this research has is limitations. Most subjects have been relative beginners who 
have not accessed higher states and sages, many parameters have been only 
vaguely related to the goals of meditation ( i .~. .  uanspersonal development). 
many researchers have not themselves done sufficient practice to understand 
the significance of advanced experiences, and there has been little integration 
across quadrants. (Notable partial exceptions can be found in Alexander et al. 
1990; Wilber et al. 1986). However. the opportunity for more multilevel, 
multiquadrant integrative research is available. What might such a p r o w  
look like? 

One place to begin would be in the Upper Left quadrant with a careful 
examination of the phenomenology of advanced experiences. This could 
include both the content analysis of classic texts, such as Daniel Brown (1986) 
has begun, and with interviews of contemporary practitioners: paper and 
pencil measures such as the Profile of Meditative Experiences and interpreta- 
tive techniques such as the Rorschach (Brown & Engler 1986). The result 
would be a detailed phenomenology of meditative experience. 

At least some of these experience will reflect higher states and stages. As 
such they will be comprehensible to researchers only to the extent h t  the 
researchers themselves have transformed to, or at the very l a s t  glimpsed. 
these levels. Otherwise the phenomenology of these higher stages. as well as 
the psychologies and philosophies derived from them. will remain what 
lmmanuel Kant called "empty concepts" (Walsh 1989). Therefore, undenak- 
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ing a discipline of some hnd  will be 3 prerequisite An all-quadrant, all-level approach 

for researchers studying these axas. - 

subjective findings could be correlated with objective Upper Right : The emergendconncctionist cognitive science models (such ~l~~~ ston's 
quadmr These include both psychomcttic scales (Alexander al. S 1 a i m ' ~  'he Mind) apply the bee strands of knowledge acquisition to the 

L990) biology, c,g,, elec~ocncephalography. brain imaging WRl Pm+ and Righc quadrant, the objective asPccll of individual holons. Statements 
biochemistry (Shapiro & w d s h  1984; west 1987). ~t h e  specific moment of are Ihus guided by theva l id r~  claim of propositional truth tied to empirically 

any 
me.dimti~e experience. what are the physiological correlates? observable evens, which means that in this approach [he he smands *ill 

on the collec,ivc side, it would be fascinating 10 see the social f o r m  and acknowledge only those holons that register in the sensorimotor worldspsce 
institutions ( L ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ i m t  quadrant) that practitioners p ~ f e r .  c r a t e  and fee] ( i .~. .  holons with simple location. empirically observable by the senses or (heir 

supponed by, considerable information is available from classicd texts. extensions). Noneheless, all holons without exception are holarchic, or 

w ~ c h  suggest tifestyles and institutions of simplicily. quiet. nonmaterialism. posed of hierarchical holons u2ithin holons indefinitely, and so lhis emergen,, 

service, and a sangha of practitioners). How these institutions connecljonjst approach u'ill apply he  three s m d s  to objective, exte"or, 

will manifest in he contemporar). information age is a viable object Of hierarchical systems they appear in the individual, objective !the 

research, conversely, what social institutions are conducive to Upper Right quadrant). 
All of this is tine. right up to the point where these approaches overstep development? 

To complete he integral picture we will want to investigate the Culture Iheir e~istemic Wmant and Q to account for the orher quadrants in 
(Lower ~~f~ qua&ant) that accompanies these postformal eWeriences. biol- terms of their own. In the case of the emergendconnectionist theories, &is 
ogy and socia\ s m c u e s .  What worldviews and ethical systems arise'! fneans that they will Present a valid Upper Right hierarchy (atoms to mol- 

shared of reality emerges, and how does i t  affect experience! ecules to cells to neural pathways to reptilian stem to limbic system to 

behavior and institutions? Conversely. what me the effects of inters'b newonex). But then consciousness is somehow supposed to miraculously 

jective structures - different languages. worldviews. moral systems - On Jump out at h e  top level (the Left Hand dimensions are often treated as a 
monolithic and monological single entity. and then this uconsciousness~ is meditative experiences? 

And of we want to examjne developmen\ across time in simply added on top of the Right Hand hier;xchy, instead of  seeing that [here 

four How do gndually deepening experiences and insights interact , are lel'els of consciousness which exist a i  the interior or hft ~~d djmensjon 
of every Step in the Right Hand h i e ~ c h y ) .  

with behavior. culture and society? 
An integd, al\-qua&ant, multilevel (bob ( w r s ~ n d  and uanspersond) So in an integnl theory of conxiousness, we would certainly include the 

developmenta~ approach such as Lhis is demmding and will obviously require upper Right hie-h~ and those aspects of che emergendconnectionist and 

that researchcrs have interdisciplinary skills and contemplalive mining. Bur e"oluti"nW PsYChology models that icgitirnately reflect that territory; but 

the rewuds be a far richer understanding of area b a n  my we where those theories overstep their epistemic w m n t  (and thus reduced to 
reductionism), we should perhaps move on. 

had to date. 
Let us now quicuy run ~ o u g h  the major schools of consciousness The inms~ctivej.e/interpretative approaches give us the interior contours 

srudies ourlined in he induction and indicate exactly some of the im~ljca-  of individual consciousness: the three s a n d s  legitimately applied to the 
interior of individual holons under the auspices of ~ ~ f u l n e s s ,  ms explora- 

tions of an integral approach in each case. 
tion and elucidation of h e  Upper Left quadrant is an important facet of an 

' 
approach 10 consciousness. It is perhaps best exemplified in the first- 

person. phenomenological, and interpretive accounts of consciousness [hat 
can be found from depth ps~chology to phenomenology to meditation and 
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ry' 
contemplation, all of which, at their most authentic. are guided by injunction. , include increasingly tight experimental designs, replicable findings across 

apprehension, and confirmation, thus legitimately grounding their howledge I. laboratories (e.g. the Ganzfield studies), and statistical meta-analyses which 
claims in reproducible evidence. have revealed surprisingly highly significant findings (Radin 1997). 

Eastern and nonordinary state models point out that there are more things I, None of the intentional and Left Hand dimensions of consciousness 
in the Upper Left quadrant than are dreamt of in our philosophy, not to .! i 

follow the physical rules of simple location, and we don't need psi events to 
mention our conventional psychologies. The t h e  strands of all valid howl -  - - tell us that. Thus, an integral theory of consciousness would take seriously at 

edge are here applied to states that are largely nonverbal, postformal, and least the possibility of psi phenomena, without blowing their possible exist- . - 
uanspersonal. 5 ence all out of proponion; they are, at best, a small slice of a very big pic. 

Those approaches are quite right: no theory of consciousness can hope to - - Of the thirteen major approaches listed in the introduction, the quantum 
be complete that ignores the higher or postformal dimensions of conscious- - : approaches are the ones that appear to lack substantial evidence at this time. 
ness itself. Moreover, this demands that, at some point, researchers interested '? :-i To date the theoretical conclusions (such as that intentionality collapses the 
in these levels and their implications must aansfom their own consciousness - SchrWinger wave function) are based on extremely speculative notions that 

most physicisls themselves find quite dubious (Wilber 1996). in order to be adequate to the evidence. This is not a loss of objectivity but ,, 
rather the prerequisite for data accumulation, just as we do not say that A central problem with these quantum approaches is that they are trying 

learning to use a microscope is the loss of one's objectivity - i t  is simply the . .- 10 solve the subjcct/object dualism on a level at which it cannot be solved. 
leming of the injunctive strand. In this case. the data is postformal, and so That problem is (dis)solved only in postformal development, and no mount  

therefore is the injunction. ? of formal propositions will come anywhere near the solution. Nonetheless. 

, Advocates of subtle energies (pram. bioenergy) bring a piece of the = this line of research might help to elucidate some of the interactions between 
puzzle to this invwtigation. However. they often seem to believe that these . biological intentionality and matter. 

: - 
subtle energies are the central or even sole aspect of consciousness. wherc3s = ?= 

All of those approaches center on the individual. But the cultural ap- 
these energies may be merely one of the lower dimensions in the overall 

,- - proaches to consciousness point out that individual consciousness does not. 
spectrum itself. For the Grwt Chain theorists, East and West, pram is simply '- 

I 
and cannot. arise on its own. All subjective events are always already intersub- 

the link between the material body and the menlal domain. Moreover, the jective events. There is no private language; there is no autonomous con- 
whole point of a four-quadrant analysis is that what the great wisdom mdi- sciousness. The very words we are both now sharing were not invented by us, 
lions tended to represent as disembodied, transcendental. and nonmaterial do not come solely from my consciousness or from yours. Rather, we simply 
modes acmal\y have correlates in the material domain (every Left Hand find ourselves in a vast intersubjective worldspace in which we live m d  move 
occasion has a Right Hand correlate), and thus it is much more accurate to ., and have our being. This cultural worldspace (the Lower Left quadrant) has a 

spe& of the physical bodymind, the emotional bodymind, the mental body- hand in the very structure, shape, feel. and tone of our consciousness. and no 

mind, so on. n i s  simulwneously allows transcendental occasions and theory of consciousness is complete that ignores this crucial dimension. 
f i rmly grounds them. And in this conception, pram is simply the emotional In these cultural hermeneutic approaches, the three strands are applied to 
bddymin,j in general. with correlates in all four quadrants (subjective: protc- the intersubjective circle itself, the deep semantics of the worlds of meaning in 

I emotions; limbic system: intersubjective: magical: interobjective: which we collectively exist. These cultural worldspaccs evolve and develop 

I tribal). what is not helpful. however. is to claim that these energies dane  hold (archaic to magic to mythic to mental, etc.), and the three strands applied to 

the key to consciousness. those worldspaces, under the auspices of mutual understanding and appropri- 

psi (telepathy, precognition, psychokinesis, clairvoyance) have atencss, reveal those cultural contours of consciousness, which is exactly the 
been some of the more controversial aspects of consciousness research. This course these important approaches take. This. too. is a crucial component of an 
c o n ~ v e n y  may be resolving in light of recent advances. These advances integral theory of consciousness.' 

I,: 

11 
i; 

/I 
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As for the social sciences: the materialities of communication, the techno- 
cconomic'base. and the social system in the objectjve. sense reach deep into the 1 
contours of consciousness to mold the final product. The three strands. under 
the auspices of propsitionsl truth and functional fit, expose these smial 3 
determinants at each of their levels. which is' exactly the appropriate research 
agenda of the empirical social sciences. 

A narrow Marxist approach, of course, has long been discredited (pre- 
cisely .because it oversteps its warrant, reducing all quadrants to the Lower 
Right). However, the moment of truth in historical materialism is that the 
modes of material production (e.g.. foraging, horticultural, agrarian, indus- 
trial. informational) have a profound and constitutive influence on the actual 
contents of individual consciousness. and thus an understanding of these 
social determinanrs is absolutely crucial for an integral theory of conscious- 
ness. 

Summary m d  Conclusion 

This outline. abbreviated as it is, nonetheless indicates the broad contours of 
the methodology of an integral theory of consciousness, and indicates the 
inadequacy of less comprehensive approaches. The integral aspect enters in 
simulwneously trackillg each level and quadrant in its own terms and hen 
noting the correlations between them. This is a methodology of contempora- 
neouily tracking the various levels and lines in each of the quadrants and then 
correlating their o v e d l  relations, each to all the others, and in no way trying to 
reduce any to the others. 

7his "simultracking" requires a judicious and balanced use of all four 
validity claims (truth, truthfulness, cultural meaning, functional fit) Each of 
these is redeemed under the warrant of the three strands of valid knowledge 
acquisition (injunction, apprehension, confirmation) carried out across the 
dozen or more levels in each of the quadrants -which means, in shorthand 
fashion, the investigation of sensory experience, mental experience, and spiri- 
tual experience: the eye of flesh, theeye of mind. and the eyeof contemplation: 
all-IeLel, allquadrant. 

And this means that, where appropriate, researchers will have to engage 
various injunctions that transform their own consciousness, if they are to be 
adequate to the pstfclrmal data. If we do not do this, then we will not know 

this. We will be the Churchmen refusing Galilee's injunction: look through 
this IeJtsco~.  and teJl me. what you see. 

Thus. an integnl approach to consciousness might include the following 
agendas: 
1. Continue research on the various particular approaches. Each of the thirteen 
approaches almost certainly has some sort of important (if limited) truth to 
contribute. 
2. Confront the simple fact that, in some cases. a change in consciousness on 
the part of the researchers themselves is mandatory for the investigation of 
consciousness itself. 
3. Continue to grope our way toward a genuinely integral theory of conscious- 
ness itself. This includes the actual methodology of "simultracking" the 
various phenomena in each level-quadrant and noting their actual interrela- 
tions (the "simuluacliing" of events in "all-quadrant. all-level" space). 

Thus, each of the thirteen approaches finds an important and indispensable 
place, not as an eclecticism, but as an intrinsic aspect of the holonic Kosmos. 
Put simply, an integral theory would attempt to seamlessly include and inte- 
grate first-, second-, and third-person approaches. The analysis presented here 
suggests that every first-person experience is embedded in second-person 
structures with fh~d-~; rson  correlates, and all can, and should, be investigated 
simultaneously. Subjective awareness is correlated with objective forms, and 
both arise only in the clearing created by intersubjective structures, such that 
all  three domains (or more specifically, all four quadrants) are mutually 
caused and causing: the 1-2-3 of consciousness studies. 

The methodologies that purport to give us a "theory of consciousness." 
but which investigate only one quadrant (not to mention only one level in one 
quadrant) are clearly not giving us an adequate account of consciousness at all. 

However, an "all-quadrant, all-level" approach holds a chance of an 
authentic and integnl theory of consciousness, i f  such indeed exists. 

Notes 

I .  See J m W h  (1980) for an cxtcndcd discussion of &is rhemc. JanWh sorrclntes "micro- 
evolution" (of individual holons) with "mcrocrolution" their collcctivdmid forms). 
pointing 0111 ihc cocvolulionvy interactions between individual m d  socid. 
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2. This k a m e s  exmmely impozlmt in iudi\idual prycholhcrapy and depth psychology. 
beau*  those disciplines have fundmentally exposed the ways in which I might be 
unlrulhful to myself a b u t  my own inarior sums. "Rcprcssion" and other dcfcnccs arr 
deceptions, m n c c d m t ,  or lies abu t  the contours of my own interior s p w ,  and 
'Vlcnpy" (or at least insight oriented lhcnpy) is usentially learning ways to be more 
honest and uulhful when intcrprcting my interior texts. Therapy is the susLlined applica- 
tion of thc validity criterion of rmlhlulncss lo one's own estate. 

3. Of courw. nor everybody who up Zcn - ormy mntemplative endeavor-rnds up 
fuUy martcring thc discipline, just a not everybody who mkcs up quanmm physics en& 

! up fuUy comprehending it. But those who do succecd - in both contemplation and 
' physics. and indeed, in any legitimate knowledge qucst - const i~lc  the circle of 

compucncc agPinst which validiN claim arc snuck. and Zcn is no cxccplion in lhis 
regard. 

4. The fact I h t  we all exist in c u l t d  worldspaces lhat y e  governed largely by inrcrpretivc 
and not mrcly empirical realities. and lhc fact hat lhcrc cultud intcrprcuuom 
d a l l v  consmned and rel?tlvc. h;rr been blown all out of proponion by the p o ~ t m o d a  . ~ ~ 

~ S t s l N ~ l ~ a l i s l s ,  who in effect claim his  quadrant is th; only quadrant in cristcncc. 
They thus m m p r  to reduce all uulh and all validity claims to nohing but arbiuafy 
cul& consrm&on dnven only by power or pxjudice or race or gender This cultural 
consGuctlvist $lance lhus Ian& imU in a weltn of peTlomaU~c wlfsonwdrcIIom it 
clam5 hat it is m e  that there ir no such Lhng a- mth: it clnuns th71 il IS unircrrall) Ihc 
case hat only relativities arc rcal: it claims &at it is thc u n b i d  n t h  ihu all mlh  is 
b i d ;  and thus, in all ways. it cxcmpo its own n t h  claims h m  the rcrtrictions i t  p k u  
on everybody else's. Whcncvcr ihe other quadrants arc & ~ c d  reality, they in cHecl ' sneak back into one's system in ihe form of intend self-contradiclionr - the banished 
and denied validity claims rcaswn lhemwlvcs in internal luptures (Wilber 1995. 15971. 

Thu the cxmmc culnual consrmctivists .mliciUv claim objective and u n i v c d  . - 
uuth for thcrr own nancc. 3 smce  ~ h l c h  C I ~ I I C I ~ ~  &cr the crts~cncc of both unrscr- 

and w l h  Hence John Scarlc (19951 h d  lo bed tlus wpmach b c k  m h ~ r  uondcrful 
7hehronrrmcrion ojSociol Rcoliry. as o p p d  to '7hthc a o c i  consrmction of realiry." Ihc 
idea beinn IN culnval realities arc consnucwd on s base of comspondmcc rmth wtiuhich 

k cmunds ;he conshuction itsrlf. u . ihu l  which no conrmction st all could get under way - 
in h e  frst place. Once ngun, wc c m  acccpt lhc &al truths o l a  given quadrant - many 
c u l d  meanings are indced constructed md relative - without golng ovcrLmard and 
mcmpling to rcAucc all alhcr quadrants and all almr mlhs to lha1 p m a l  glimpse. 
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